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Abstract.
The possible relationship between Polar which the horizontal wind speedis minimum and the gradient
MesosphericSummerEchoes(PMSE), tidal winds and vertical in vertical velocity has a relative extremum[Widdeland von
wind shear associated with the tidal winds is examined. PMSE
Zahn, 1990; Hooper and Thomas, 1997]. Around these
were observedby the EsrangeVHF MST Radar (ESRAD) 5 2 altitudes the Richardson number, which is a criterion for
MHz radar at 67ø56'N, 21ø04'E during May-August 1997. dynamicalinstability of the atmosphere,tendsto be closeto
Three data seriesin the beginning, middle and the end of the or slightlysmallerthan 0.25, indicatingthat turbulencemight
PMSE season are considered. The seasonal variation of PMSE
possibly be present there.
shows a steep increase in occurrenceat the end of May and
In this paper we present results obtained during the first
fade-outin mid-August.Daily variation of echo power in the complete season of PMSE observations using the Esrange
middle of the season has a minimum around 20-22 UT. Wind
MST radar. We examine the possible relationship between
measurements reveal terdiurnal, semidiurnal and diurnal tides.

PMSE, tidal wind variation and vertical wind shear associated

Between82-87 km we founda strongwind shearwhichtendsto with the tidal winds.
increase through the season, but does not show significant
correlation with SNR (signal-to-noise ratio). It seemslikely PMSE observations
with ESRAD
that PMSE appearanceis conditionedby small scale dynamics
and tidal effectson aerosols,and not by large scalewind shear.
Observationsof PMSE were carded out by the EsrangeMST
Radar (ESRAD) located at Esrange (67ø56'N, 21ø04'E), just
outsideKiruna in northernmostSweden.ESRAD operatesat 5 2
Introduction
MHz with 72 kW peak power and a maximumduty cycle of 5%.
The antennaconsistsof a 12x12 array of 5-elementYagis with
Polar MesosphericSummerEchoes(PMSE) are strong radar a 0.7•. spacing. The radar is designedto use the spaced
echoes commonly observedby VHF MST radars from thin antenna, Doppler beam swinging and meteor wind
layersin the 80-90 km altitudeinterval at high latitudesduring measurement techniques. An automated switching system
summer. These radars detect echoes from refractive
index
enables multiple sequentialmeasurements
with predetermined
fluctuatii•ns due to density, temperature, humidity, electron radar configurations.During the PMSE measurementsthe radar
density variations, turbulenceand air mass mixing [Cho and useda 16-bit complementarycode having a Baudlength of 1
Kelly, 1993; Cho and ROttger, 1997]. Most turbulencein the ItS. This correspondsto height resolution of 150 m. The
mesosphereis believedto be producedby breakingof saturated sampling frequency was set at 1450 Hz.
For these
tides and gravity waves, and the two main production observations ESRAD was operatedin a spacedantennamode
mechanisms are thought to be through dynamical or [Briggs, 1984].
PMSE have been observed with ESRAD within the 80-90
convective instability [Fritts et al., 1988]. Recent studies
verified the relationships between waves, tidal components km height interval from 20 May to 24 August 1997. Echoes
and PMSE, but their interpretation varies from wave-induced canbe judgedto be presentif the SNR (signal-to-noise ratio)
temperaturechanges[Raster, 1995; Cho and Morley, 1995; exceeded -5 dB at any height. This limit is somewhat
Chilson et al., 1997] to wave-induced shear instabilities conservative(compareto the -10 dB limit usedby Kirkwood et
[Williams et al., 1989; 1995] as possible links between the al. [1998] for the sameradar configuration), but was chosen
dynamics and PMSE. In support of the latter explanation, suchas to increasethe confidencelevel of our analysis. SNR
Fritts et al. [1988] suggestedthat the maximumof echo power values exceeding 50 dB have been excluded, since they
occurspreferentially in regions of small positive Richardson representnoise spikes.Figure 1 presents3, 3-day seriesin the
numbersinducedby dynamicalinstabilitiesassociatedwith the beginning, middle and the end of the PMSE season. Note that
backgroundswave field, andKlostermeyer[1992] has argued in this study we choose to investigate discretetime intervals
that turbulentstructures
are producedby parametricinstability as opposedto a more general analysis of PMSE dataover the
entire season. Our observations
show considerable variation
of long-period waves.
A studyof PMSE usingthe SOUSYVHF radar[Czechowsky in the periodicities in the SNR and winds associatedwith the
et al., 1989] demonstratesthat many of the weaker echoing PMSE throughoutthe season. Consequently,we have chosen
regions are related to the backgroundwind shear. The wind to concentrate on subsets of our data. The clearest feature in the
shearcan be concentratedin narrow altitude regions, within date shown in Figure 1 is the rapid increaseof PMSE in the
beginningof the season,i.e. 26, 27 and 28 May. Echoesstart
at about 86 km, then extend successively over the height
interval between 80 and 90 km. In the middle of the season the

Copyright1998by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.

echoesare strongand continuousas shown for 23, 24 and 25
June. The echoesgain maximumvalues in the middle of the
day, have a minimum in the evening and a less pronounced
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minimum in the morning (Figures 1, 2). The decay of PMSE is
a gradualprocess. The echoesbecamemore irregular and less
powerful,as is shownfor 12, 13 and 14 August.An analogous
tendencyfor seasonaloccurencehas been previously reported
by Kirkwood et al [1998] and Cho and ROttger [1997].
However, in all three cases, we observe a tendency to lower
values of PMSE after 17 UT (Figure 2), with a pronounced
minimum

50

around 20 - 22 UT in the middle of the season. This

pattern of daily variation has also been seen in longer time
series (Czechowsky et al., 1989; Kirkwood et al., 1995;
Hoffmann et al., 1997) and variations might reasonably be
thought to be related to effects of the tidally varying
background winds. To investigate this hypothesis we have
considered the time

series of the zonal

and meridional

wind

components. Due to unavoidable gaps in the data series, a
harmonicfitting procedurehas been applied.
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The analysis reveals the existence of the diurnal,
semidiurnaland terdiurnaltides for all three cases. In Figure 3
we present the combined mean, 8-h, 12-h and 24-h wind
componentsfound using the harmonic fitting. As expected,
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easterly (towardsthe west) componentfalls off towardsthe
higher altitudes. Above 85 km the mean easterly wind is
minimumandthe overal winds(meanplustidal components)
changeto westerliesat times. The meridionalcomponentis
found to be predominantly southward,consistent with that
expectedfor the summermesosphere[Kirkwoodet al., 1995'
Schminderet al., 1997]. However,the meridionalcomponent
decreasesand changes its direction to northward a few times
during the day. Minimum wind speeds of the meridional
component vary for different times of the season, and one
possibility to be examined is whether this in combination
with the minimumof the zonal componentmight explain the
minimumin PMSE. The general featurefor the both the zonal
and meridional components is their height dependent
variability, which might be connected with interactions
betweendifferenttidal modesor to the Dopplershifting of the
propagatingwavesin the presenceof a strong background
wind field [Hansenand Hoppe, 1996].
One possibility for strong turbulenceis shearinstabilities
in the prevailing winds. We have examinedthis quantity
within the height interval 82-87 km. The vertical wind shear
hasbeen calculatedusing
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Figure 1. Plots of SNR versusaltitudeandtime for 26, 27,
28 May, 23, 24, 25 Juneand 12, 13, 14 August1997.

where Au and Av are changes in the zonal and meridional
componentsof the tidal wind acrossthe sampling volume,
respectively,and Az is the range resolutionof the radar,here
150 m (Figure 3). The maximum values of the shear tend to
increasethroughthe seasonand altitude, and can reach values

of 200 m s'• km4 for someheightsabove85 km. Thescatter
plots for heights 84 and 86 km show a lack of correlation

betweenthe echopowerandthe wind shearwhichis typicalfor
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Discussion

VHF MST Radar observationsduring May-August 1997
reveal the seasonal occurrenceof PMSE, characterisedby a
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discrepancymight be partially explainedby differencesin
power-aperture
productsof ESRAD and the SOUSY radar,
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Figure 3. Tidally varying zonal wind (solid line) (a),
meridional (dashedline) wind (a), and vertical wind shear (b)
for 26, 27, 28 May, 23, 24, 25 Juneand 12, 13, 14 August

1997. Windvaluesare given in ms". Positiveandnegative
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making detection of low SNR by ESRAD difficult. We might
also be seeing a quasi-speculartype of PMSE observed by
Thomas et al. [1992]. They showed different correlations
between SNR and spectral width, and had different aspect
sensitivities [Thomas et al., 1992]. We note that Czechowsky
et al. [1989] also showedthat regionsin their PMSE data with
strong power tended to be associated with the narrowest
spectralwidth and showno clear relation to shearproducedby
long-period wave motions or the backgroundwind. Since
ESRAD was operatedin a spacedantenna mode, we hope to
conduct an analysis similar to that reported by Leiscar and
Hocking [1992] to try and parameterize the degree of
specularityin our data
The possibilityremainsthat tidal effects on aerosolsand/or
small scale dynamics,i.e. Kelvin -Helmholtz instability, may
be involved in the variability of the echoes.The presenceof
large chargedspecies,suchas ice aerosolsand extremely large
clusterions, that lower the electrondiffusivity, has been found
to be a necessary (but not sufficient) factor for PMSE
production [L•ibken et al., 1993; Cho and ROttger, 1997].
Subvisible ice particles with low charge number and number
densitiesof the order of the electrondensity are assumedto be
the main participants, including meteoricdustand embryonic
ice-cloud particles [Cho and Kelley, 1993]. The potential
influences on the aerosols of temperature fluctuations
associated with tides and gravity waves, are not fully
understood.Furthermore,studiesby Czechowskyand Raster
[1997] have demonstrated cloud-like structures of enhanced
turbulencein the upper layer of PMSE. The lifetime of these
cells are of order of 20 to 30 min., the horizontal extent less

than 40 km, and they move with the same phase trace velocity
as simultaneously observed gravity waves. It has been
suggestedthat theseturbulentcells are generatedby a Kelvin Helmholtz mechanism. Hence, they are expected to be
observedin the regions of strongwind shear.
There remains much work to be done in this area, and we are

investigating some of the above mentioned effects on the
temporal variability of our data. Neverthelesswe can already
concludefrom our observationsthat the daily variation of the
echoesfor these days is not determinedby large scale wind
shear producingturbulence,and wind shearseemsnot to be a
necessarypreconditionfor PMSE.
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